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ABSTRACT The double-gate (DG) junction field-effect transistor (JFET) is a classical electron device,

with a simple structure that presents many advantages in terms of device fabrication but also its principle
of operation. The device has been largely used in low-noise applications, but also more recently, in
power electronics. Furthermore, co-integration of JFET with CMOS technology is attractive. Physicsbased compact models for JFETs are however scarce. In this paper, an analytical, charge-based model is
established for the mobile charges, drain current, transconductances and transcapacitances of symmetric
DG JFETs, covering all regions of device operation, continuously from subthreshold to linear and saturation
operation. This charge-based JFET model (called CJM) constitutes the basis of a full compact model of
the DG JFET for analog, RF, and digital circuit simulation.
INDEX TERMS Charge-based model, CJM model, compact model, circuit simulation, depletion mode,

double gate, high frequency, JFET, junction field effect transistor, low noise, Verilog-A.

I. INTRODUCTION

JFETs feature low noise, high input impedance and robust
breakdown, which render them a preferred choice in a wide
range of sensing applications, such as particle detectors [1],
bioelectronics [2], microphones, RF circuitry [3], and more.
Co-integration with CMOS technology [2]–[5] is considered due to the JFETs’ low noise properties. JFETs are
unipolar devices commonly operating in depletion mode
(normally-on devices, with a negative threshold for n-JFETs).
Ultra-scaled enhancement mode (normally-off), complementary JFETs (cJFETs) using silicon have been proposed for
logic applications with channel lengths in the range of
25 nm - 10 nm [6]–[8] with gate voltage lower than 0.5 V
to prevent a forward-bias of the channel-to-gate junction. For
wide-bandgap semiconductors such as silicon carbide (SiC)
[9], [10] or gallium nitride (GaN) [11], the gate voltage can
be extended beyond 2V due to their high built-in voltage.
JFET operation in below- and around-threshold regions, as
needed for logic applications, as well as for positive gate
voltage close to the built-in voltage, should therefore be
revisited.

Compact models for JFETs have been loosely
physics-based, and use empirical bridging among different operating regions [12]–[17]. Recently, a charge-based
modeling approach [18]–[21] has resulted in a unified
model of the symmetric DG JFET valid for gate voltage ranging from sub-threshold to above-threshold operation
up to built-in voltage, and drain voltage from linear to
saturation modes. The model approach also provides a
full charges/transcapacitances model, which accounts for
position-dependent charge distribution in the JFET channel and provides charge-conservation in transient simulation [19].
In the present work, the foundations of the chargebased JFET model - henceforth designated as CJM - are
re-visited. A normalization procedure of physical quantities provides new insight into the principle of operation
of the depletion mode JFET. The present paper gives a
detailed validation of CJM, for fundamental device behavior, based on comparison to technology computer-aided
design (TCAD) simulations, as well as to measured experimental characteristics of silicon JFETs. Drain current,
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TABLE 2. Normalization quantities.

FIGURE 1. Schematic of the Double Gate Junction FET. The JFET’s channel
thickness, width and length are Tsc , W and L, respectively.
TABLE 1. Model parameters of long-channel DG JFET.

transconductances, transconductance-to-current ratio, transcapacitances and unity gain frequency (FT ), are shown to be
directly related to mobile charge density at source and drain.
These large- and small-signal quantities are highly important in analog/RF integrated circuit design but will also cover
needs for digital design using complementary JFETs. The
CJM model is coded in Verilog-A [22] to ensure portability
among circuit simulators.
II. CHARGE BASED MODEL OF THE JFET
A. DRAIN CURRENT

Considering an n-type Double Gate (DG) JFET, shown in
Fig. 1, with channel thickness Tsc , device width W, device
length L, channel doping concentration ND and gate doping
concentration NA , the local channel current is calculated as
in [18] using the drift-diffusion model,

Ids = −μWQm ∂V ∂x,
(1)
where μ is the electron mobility and Qm is the (local) mobile
charge density (per unit area) which is expressed as Qm =
−Qf + Qsc , where Qsc is the total (local) charge density
(per unit area) in the semiconductor channel, and Qf =
qTsc ND is the fixed charge density (per unit area), which
is constant throughout the channel. The device parameters
given in Table 1 are used for the numerical simulations as
well as for the analytical model evaluations. The simulations
are performed in Silvaco Atlas device simulator [23]. The
device is a long-channel (L = 40um) symmetric Double
Gate JFET at room temperature. The mobility is considered
constant and uniform along the channel. A refined mesh at
the center of the device is used due to volume transport.
In the following, a normalization scheme is introduced,
similarly as used in the context of models for, e.g., singlegate MOSFETs [24] and HEMTs [25]. This procedure does
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TABLE 3. Frequently used quantities.

not alter the physical relationships, it allows us however to
write relationships in a more dense way, presenting many
advantages, e.g., in terms of analysis, circuit design and
parameter extraction (see Section II-C). The normalization
quantities and normalization procedure are summarized in
Table 2. Other quantities that are frequently used in the
model are presented in Table 3.
The total charge density is defined in [18] as

Qsc = Qf + Qm = b(o − s ) ⇔

Qf qsc = Qf (1 + qm ) = bUT (ψo − ψs ) ⇔

ψo − ψs
(2)
qsc = 1 + qm =
vp
where qsc is the normalized total local charge ranging from 1
(deep depletion) to 0 (flat band condition), qm is the normalized mobile charge ranging from 0 (deep depletion) to −1
(flat band condition), ψ0 and ψs are the normalized potentials at the center of the channel and at the interface between
the channel and the gate, respectively, and vp = Vp /UT is
the normalized pinchoff voltage.
As long as the junction between gate and channel is abrupt
and one-sided, s is considered equal to s = Vg −VF where
VF is the gate Fermi potential. o is calculated as [26],


o = s + Vp − UT LW vni e(ψs +vp −v) ⇔


ψo = ψs + vp − LW vni e(ψs +vp −v)
(3)
where vni = Vni /UT , and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration. LW is the Lambert W function, which is efficiently
implemented as,


ln(1 + ln(1 + z))
LW (z) ∼
.
(4)
= ln(1 + z) 1 −
2 + ln(1 + z)
Henceforth, the mobile charge is directly calculated combining (3) and (2). In turn, the charge-potential relation is
VOLUME 7, 2019
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obtained substituting (3) in (2) and reverting it,
Vg − V − Vbi = −
UT vg − v − vbi = −

Q2sc
Q2
+ UT ln − sc
+1 ⇔
b
Q2f
Q2f

q2sc + UT ln −

Q2f q2sc

Q2f


vg − v − vbi = −vp q2sc + ln −q2sc + 1
b

+1 ⇔
(5)

where vbi = Vbi /UT is the normalized built-in potential.
Note the similarities with [24]. Upon substituting qsc with
qm + 1, (5) may be rewritten,
vg − v − vbi + vp = −vp qm (qm + 2) + ln(−qm (qm + 2)) (6)
The threshold voltage is determined from (6) considering
the mobile charge zero and ignoring the logarithmic term,
Vth ∼
= Vbi − Vp .

FIGURE 2. Normalized current components im versus gate voltage. The
2 ) terms of mobile charge are seen to
linear (qm ) and quadratic (qm
dominate sub- and above-threshold regions, respectively, while the cubic
3 ) is important at high gate voltage.
term (qm

(7)

The derivative form of (6) in normalized quantities is
expressed as,

2(qm + 1)
dqm .
dv = 2vp (qm + 1) −
(8)
qm (qm + 2)
The first term of the right hand side of (8) is the drift term
and the second is the diffusion term.
The drain current is obtained by integrating (1) along the
channel,


W Vd
W vd
Ids = −μ
Qm dv = −μ
Qf qm UT dv
L Vs
L vs
 vd
qm dv.
(9)
= −Ispec
vs

for an easier interpretation of device physics: The quadratic
and cubic terms of mobile charge correspond to drift transport, while the linear term of mobile charge corresponds to
diffusion transport.
As demonstrated in Fig. 2, the linear mobile charge term
dominates drain current in subthreshold region. At the transition from diffusion to drift, the linear and quadratic mobile
charge terms are equal and qm,th = −1/vp (im,th =2/vp ). As
the gate voltage increases, the quadratic term first prevails,
while at even higher gate voltage, the cubic term gradually starts to counterbalance the current increase due to the
quadratic term, as shown in the same figure.
In subthreshold region, the current is expressed directly
from the mobile charges as,

Substituting dv in (9) with (8) and integrating, the current
becomes,

qms

2
ids,drift ∼
= vp q3m + vp q2m 
3
qmd

(10)

where im is evaluated at source and drain,
2 3
vp q + vp q2m − 2qm + 2ln(qm + 2).
(11)
3 m
Interestingly, we note that the diffusion term in (8) tends
to 1/qm when qm → 0. So, (8) becomes,

1
+
1)
−
(12)
dv ∼
dqm .
2v
(q
=
p m
qm
im =

(15)

where the quadratic and cubic terms prevail.
B. TRANSCONDUCTANCES

The transconductances are calculated as the partial derivatives of the current with respect to the gate, source or drain
voltages,
Ispec ∂ids
∂ids
∂Ids
=
= Gspec
⇔
∂Vx
UT ∂vx
∂vx
∂ids
∂ids ∂qmx
=
=
∂vx
∂qmx ∂vx

Performing the integration in (9) using (12), im is approximated as,

Gmx =

2
im ∼
(13)
= vp q3m + vp q2m − qm .
3
The drain current obtained using (13) instead of (11)
deviates less than 1% in all regions of operation (sub- to
above-threshold and linear to saturation) which fully justifies this simplification. This simplification with respect
to [18] alleviates the computational burden, but also allows

gmx
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(14)

In above-threshold conditions,

Ids = Ispec (ims − imd )
ids = ims − imd

ids,diffusion ∼
= −qms + qmd

(16)

where x = d, s. Hence, source and drain transconductances
are expressed as,
gms =

∂ids ∂qms
∂ids ∂qmd
= qms , gmd =
= −qmd
∂qms ∂vs
∂qmd ∂vd
(17)
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FIGURE 3. Transfer and output characteristics of a long-channel DG n-JFET, at T = 25o C , including transconductances and transconductance-to-current
ratio. The TCAD simulation (markers) and the analytical model (lines) use the same parameters (see Table 1).

which is a result that can indeed be expected from (1).
Accordingly, the gate transconductance is calculated as,
∂ids
∂ims ∂qms
∂imd ∂qmd
gm =
=
−
= qmd − qms . (18)
∂vg
∂qms ∂vg
∂qmd ∂vg
In saturation, when qmd ∼
= 0, the normalized gate
transconductance becomes gm,sat ∼
= −qms .
Transfer and output characteristics including transconductances are illustrated in Fig. 3 as compared to numerical
simulations. The correspondence of the analytical model with
numerical simulations is appreciable given that no parameter
fitting is involved.
C. TRANSCONDUCTANCE-TO-CURRENT RATIO

The transconductance-to-current ratio is an important indicator as to the efficiency of a device to produce transconductance at a given current, and constitutes an important
quantity for analog circuit design. gm /ids can be analytically
expressed in terms of mobile charge,
Gspec UT gm
gm
Gm UT
=
=
Ids
Ispec ids
ids
1
=
2
1 − vp (2/3) qms + qms qmd + q2md + qms + qmd
(19)
In subthreshold qm → 0, hence (19) approaches
gm /ids ∼
= 1, which is equivalent to an ideal subthreshold slope. In saturation, the drain side is considered fully
depleted, qmd ∼
= 0, (19) becomes,

gm 
1
=
(20)

i
1 − v (2/3)q2 + q
ds sat
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p

ms

ms

In linear mode and assuming qms ∼
= qmd ,

gm 
1


=
2
ids lin
1 − 2vp qms|d + qms|d

(21)

The transconductance-to-current ratio can hence be
expressed as a function of mobile charge, similarly as in
MOSFETs. The analytical expressions of gm /ids in linear
mode and saturation match numerical simulations perfectly
well as shown in Fig. 4 The two devices have different
threshold voltage, while the subthreshold slope remains the
same. The upward-bending of gm /ids at high current, which
is most prominent in linear mode (see also Fig. 3, already
observed in TCAD and experiment [20]) is clearly attributed
to the second-order mobile charge terms in (19) - (21).
An interesting point to consider is the normalized
transconductance-to-current ratio when drift and diffusion
currents are equal as noted in Section II-A. In saturation
and at that point, only the first-order mobile charge term
in (20) is important and setting qm,th =-1/vp , we obtain,

gm  ∼
1
1
=
=
ids vth
1 − vp qms,th
2

(22)

This particular condition gm /ids ∼
= 1/2 corresponds to
the threshold condition, similar as in junctionless nanowire
transistors [27].
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FIGURE 4. Drain current and transconductance-to-current ratio in linear and saturation modes, for two different values of TSC (otherwise same
parameters as in Table 1). Markers: TCAD data, lines: model, dashed: analytical expressions (gm /ids ). While the two devices show vastly different
threshold voltage, their transconductance-to-current ratio versus drain current is very similar.

D. TOTAL CHARGES AND TRANSCAPACITANCES

The total gate charge QG is obtained by integrating the
mobile charge along the channel,
 L
QG = −(QD + QS ) = −W
Qm dx
0
 1
 1
= −W
Qf qm Ldξ = −Qspec
qm dξ ⇔
0
0
 1
qG = −(qD + qS ) = −
qm dξ
(23)
0

where ξ = x/L is the normalized position along the channel.
The drain and source total normalized charges are obtained
using Ward-Dutton’s linear partitioning scheme, as in [19],
 1
 1
ξ qm dξ, qS =
(1 − ξ )qm dξ
(24)
qD =
0

0

Using current continuity, we obtain the normalized form,
ξ=

im − ims
imd − ims

(25)

Differentiating (25) and assuming drift transport yields
dim /dqm ∼
= 2vp (q2m + qm ) and we obtain,
1
dim
1
dim =
dqm
imd − ims
imd − ims dqm
2vp (q2m + qm )
∼
dqm
=
imd − ims

dξ =

(26)

Hence, the integrals (23), (24) can be calculated. The full
expressions for total charges [19] are quite complex. Useful
asymptotic expressions are obtained in linear mode using
qmd ∼
= qms ,
qm
(27)
qG,lin = −qm qS,lin = qD,lin =
2
while in saturation, using qmd = 0,
qG,sat
qS,sat
VOLUME 7, 2019

−qms (3qms + 4)
=
2(2qms + 3)
qms 60q2ms + 175qms + 126
=
35(2qms + 3)2

(28)
(29)

qD,sat =

qms 90q2ms + 245qms + 168
70(2qms + 3)2

.

(30)

The transcapacitances are then obtained by partially differentiating the total charges (23), (24) with respect to terminal
voltages. The transcapacitances cgs , cgd , cds , cdd , csd and css
are calculated as,
Cwz = ±

Qspec ∂qw
∂Qw
∂qw ∂qmz
=±
⇔ cwz = ±
, (31)
∂Vz
UT ∂vz
∂qmz ∂vz

where w is G, S or D and z is S or D. Plus sign is
assigned when w=z and minus otherwise. The remaining
transcapacitances cgg , csg and cdg are obtained as in [19],
cgg = cgs + cgd , csg = css − csd , cdg = cdd − cds (32)
Similarly as for total charges, the full expressions of transcapacitances may also be simplified in asymptotic regions,
e.g., in above-threshold operation [19]. Here, transcapacitances including subthreshold region are described, for linear
mode as well as saturation, which are of particular interest.
In linear mode, qmd ∼
= qms and therefore, all nine
transcapacitances are obtained as,
cgg,lin = 2cgs(gd) = 2csg(dg) = 3cdd(ss) = −6cds(sd)
qm
(33)
=
2vp q2m + 2vp qm − 1
In saturation, considering qmd ∼
= 0, three transcapacitances
are obtained,
cgg,sat =
csg,sat =
cdg,sat =

3qms (qms + 1)(qms + 2)
2vp q2ms + 2vp qms − 1 (2qms + 3)2
6qms (qms + 1) 20q2ms + 70qms + 63
35 2vp q2ms + 2vp qms − 1 (2qms + 3)3
9qms (qms + 1) 10q2ms + 35qms + 28
35 2vp q2ms + 2vp qms − 1 (2qms + 3)3

(34)
(35)
(36)

while cgs,sat = cgg,sat , css,sat = csg,sat , cds,sat = cdg,sat . In saturation, the drain side is considered fully depleted resulting
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FIGURE 5. Intrinsic Transcapacitances (absolute values) versus gate voltage of a long-channel DG n-JFET, at T = 25o C , for three different drain voltages.
Markers: TCAD data, lines: model, dashed: analytical expressions.

FIGURE 6. Transit frequency FT and RF Figure-of-Merit (FOM) FoMRF = FT Gm UT /Ids versus gate voltage, for a long-channel (L = 40µm) DG n-JFET, at
T = 25o C . Markers: TCAD data, line: model, dashed: analytical expression.

in cgd,sat = csd,sat = cdd,sat = 0. Transcapacitance in saturation and above threshold may be simplified [19], considering
qmd = 0,
qsc,s + 1
qms + 2
3
3
=
(37)
cgg,sat = cgs,sat ∼
=
2
2vp 2qsc,s + 1
2vp (2qms + 3)2

drift

vp

(38)

In Fig. 5, the model and TCAD-simulated transcapacitances are shown versus gate voltage at various drain
voltages. A very good agreement is observed at all bias
conditions, including the transition regions from saturation
to non-saturation, and at high gate voltage. Note that so far,
no other complete compact models have been presented to
cover position- and bias-dependence of total charges and
transcapacitances in JFETs. The consistent estimation of
charges in the device guarantees charge-conservation during
time-domain circuit simulation. The transcapacitances model
opens new perspectives for high-frequency applications of
JFETs.
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Transit frequency FT is an important RF performance metric
corresponding to the frequency at which the the commonsource current gain of a transistor becomes unity. FT is
obtained from small-signal evaluation of Y-parameters, at a
moderate frequency F0 ,
FT =

where qsc,s , above threshold, is approximated as,


∼ b Vbi − Vgd(s) ⇔
Qsc,d(s) drift =


vbi −vgd(s)
∼
qsc,d(s) 
=

E. TRANSIT FREQUENCY

μ0 UT gm,sat
F0
Gm
∼
=
=
sat
Im(Y11 /Y21 )
2π CGG
2π L2 cgg,sat

(39)

When using gm,sat =−qms and cgg,sat given by (34), the
transit frequency is expressed solely in terms of the mobile
charge at the source qms ,
μ0 UT 2vp q2ms + 2vp qms − 1 (2qms + 3)2
FT ∼
(40)
=−
3(qms + 1)(qms + 2)
2π L2
In Fig. 6, the analytical equation (40) is compared to FT
from TCAD and circuit simulation using the full model,
both obtained from small-signal Y-parameters, using same
parameters as in previous figures. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows
the RF figure-of-merit FoMRF defined as,
FoMRF = FT

Gm UT
gm
= FT
Ids
ids

(41)

which is indicative of ideal biasing for low-power, low-noise,
high-frequency applications. FoMRF may again explicitly
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 7. Transfer and output characteristics of an n-channel JFET (2SK30A), at T = 25o C , including transconductances and transconductance-to-current
ratio. Markers: measurements, lines: CJM model.

be expressed in terms of mobile charge at the source qms
using (20) and (40),
FoMRF =

2vp q2ms + 2vp qms − 1 (2qms + 3)2
μ0 UT
2
2π L 2vp q2ms + 3vp qms − 3 (qms + 1)(qms + 2)
(42)

FoMRF culminates at a gate voltage slightly above
threshold voltage. Velocity saturation-related effects in shortchannel devices will move this point even closer to threshold.
The model and the analytical expressions for FT and FoMRF
coincide and give a good qualitative fit to the TCAD data
in Fig. 6, given that no model parameters are adjusted.
III. MODEL EXTENSIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL

In the present Section, the modeling of second-order effects
is introduced. Velocity saturation is the most prominent of
short-channel effects. A comparison of the CJM model with
measured characteristics from silicon JFETs is then provided.
A. VELOCITY SATURATION

Considering the effect of velocity saturation in mobility,
following similar procedures as in [25], we assume,

ids = −uqm dv dξ ,
(43)
where u = μeff /μo = 1/(1 + e) and e = E/Ecrit .
The derivative in turn is written,
dψo
1
dψo
1
=
. (44)
dqm = 
2vp (qm + 1) dξ
2 vp (ψo − ψs ) dξ
VOLUME 7, 2019

The lateral field Ex = ∂ψo /∂x is calculated as,
UT dψo
∂qm
Ex
= 2λc vp [qm + 1]
(45)
=
e=
Ecrit
Ecrit L dx
∂ξ
where λc = UT /(Ecrit L) and Ecrit is the critical field for
velocity saturation. Hence,
dqm
)dξ = −qm dv.
(46)
ids (1 + 2λc vp [qm + 1]
dξ
Integrating (46) from drain to source we obtain
ims − imd
ids =
.
(47)
1 + 2λc vp (0.5q2m + qm )ds
The mobile charge in saturation, qmsat , is determined from
the third degree polynomial numerator of gds , considering
the saturation condition, gds = ∂ids /∂vds = 0, and using
the conduction (quadratic and cubic) terms of im . A limited
Newton-Raphson like method, avoiding iterations, is used to
calculate qmsat .
The channel length modulation (CLM) effect is responsible for the prominent degradation of output conductance
in saturation, which is closely related to velocity saturation.
The model implemented follows principles in [28]. Details of
model formulation of CLM and other short-channel effects
will be provided elsewhere.
B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Fig. 7 shows measured transfer and output characteristics
of a commercial n-type JFET [29], as well as the results
obtained with the CJM model. Model parameters were
extracted to fit measured characteristics, while using estimated values for geometries of the device, which are not
1197
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ease of portability among different circuit simulators, while
an online tool called JFETlab allows for an easy exploration of device behavior. The new compact model of JFETs
addresses a variety of needs, from device design and analysis, to circuit design of low-noise analog/RF and low-power
digital applications based on JFETs. The CJM model furthermore is applicable to wide-bandgap semiconductors, such
as SiC or GaN, which are particularly suitable for harsh
environments.
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